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INITIAL EXPRESSIONS

Opposite page
Process work of an initial design solution. The central space was thought of as
emerging from the intersection of the central axes and represents
the spiritual reflection space in the student center.
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manifesto
As a designer

...

I begin my journey by establishing a relationship with the site and program. I analyze
and study the site and program thoroughly to understand the deeper intent of it all. I
write down my findings, important considerations and the emotions I want people to
experience in this space. In my opinion, a design solution is grounded when it has its
roots infused in the site and program.
I believe that simple is beautiful! It is such a wonderful moment when you can see,
touch or hold something in your hand and clearly understand the intent behind it.
I believe that within the details lies the richness. For instance, paying close attention to
how two materials come together, skillfully engraving a pattern on a piece of furniture
or selecting the right fabric for a pillow, all combined convey that a lot of thought and
effort were put in, and once that item is created it adds to that layer of richness.
Every designer should follow their instincts to create an environment that “feels
good”. An environment that communicates with you, stimulates your senses, positively
influences and leaves an impression, and is one that you want to keep going back to
again and again, whether it’s a hospital, a school, an office, a retail store, or someone’s
house, it doesn’t matter, everyone should experience an environment that makes them
feel good.
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manifesto

abstract

Introduction | The building for this thesis project is one with a long history. Originally
built as the First Baptist Church, it was converted over the years to fulfill a role
completely different from its original intent; a student center! During this process and
after a series of renovations, the Broad Street main grand entrance lost its place and
the arrival into the building became much less choreographed. Essentially, over time
one could say that this building had been flipped around, it has lost its original intent,
grandeur and purpose.
Hypothesis | I challenge the idea of flipping the building back to its original state to
return its historical glory, significance and grand emotional experience. I hypothesize
that a reorganization of spatial sequence (i.e. bringing the outside in and extending the
inside out) can help flip this building around.
Materials and Methods | I introduce an internal three sided staircase that mimics
what exits exteriorly in an attempt to bring the outside in. This staircase becomes the
center’s focal point as it rises to the third mezzanine level. The staircase is based on the
“Golden Section” idea of proportional geometries which has been found inherent in
the building. I extend the inside out by turning the “monumental” exterior grand steps
into a place people can utilize.
Results | Placing such a large structure by the building’s entry points had great
impact on drawing people into the building and up the steps into the main lounge
consequently re-choreographing the arrival experience. The design solution breathes
new life into this building while still respecting and acknowledging all of its crucial and
historic elements. Just as the altar was a main focal point when this building served as a
church, the new transparent elevator shaft that is tucked in between the spiraling stairs
becomes the center’s new focal point. The contemporary facade that was inserted
asymmetrically on the west side of the building emphasizes the symmetry and contrasts
the existing structure causing tension between the old and new but proving that they
can coexist.

abstract
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project statement
The goal of this project is to renovate the currently existing Hunton Student Center
located in the heart of downtown Richmond, Virginia at 1110 East Broad Street. The
center serves the Medical College of Virginia (MCV) Campus and acts as a gathering
spot for the medical community.
The center will offer students, staff and visitors an opportunity to lounge, dine, study,
rest and pray. It will contain both public and private spaces enabling students to relax,
unwind, recharge and get ready to get moving again.
The center will respond to students’ needs in a framework that respects and
acknowledges all of the important considerations that were found during site and
programmatic analyses.

thesis hypothesis

Can a Spatial Sequence Reorganization - i.e. bringing the outside in and extending the
inside out - help reorient this building and flip it back around to its original state?
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statement and hypothesis

project justification
The Hunton Student Center is a building of great historical significance. It was built in
Greek Revival style and is one of the few remaining structures in the nation with this
style. This building began its journey over a hundred and fifty years ago as a place of
reflection, it remained a church for about a hundred years and was then purchased by
Virginia Commonwealth University to be converted into a student center serving their
medical student community. Over the years, two extensions have been added to the
original building to increase its footprint.

Arrival
Back in the day people entered the church from Broad Street, they walked up the grand
three sided granite steps to the fluted columns and into a magnificent space with a ceiling
that is twenty four feet tall. From the main entrance to the altar - at the other end of
the church - a strong physical and visual axis of symmetry existed.This axis divided the
original building in half, it oriented people and provided a sense of order and grandeur.

Soon after the church was converted into a student center, the Broad Street entrance
was closed prohibiting anyone from entering the building from its South side. A
much smaller entrance vestibule was introduced to the North side becoming the
building’s current main entrance. In its current state the arrival into the building isn’t
choreographed at all and finding the grand hall on the second level is left completely
to chance. If you meander through and do find your way to the hall, you enter it from
its the side through a small door unrepresentative of the room’s scale and grandeur.
Anyone can attest to becoming disoriented as you enter the room, you immediately

Entry

Where is the Arrival ?
Entry

note that the symmetry is lost and no attention had been made to the central axis.

Arrival
Essentially, one can say that over many years, this building has been flipped
around, which is why this project becomes extremely important, I am attempting
to reorient the building and flip it back around to its original intent. I’m rechoreographing the arrival into the building in an attempt to return its grandeur,
its historical value and restore the desired associated emotional experience.

Entry

justification
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Hunton Student Center
1110 East Broad Street
Richmond, VA, 23219
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SITE ANALYSIS

Opposite page
Site plan illustrating the location of the Hunton Student Center in downtown
Richmond.
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code overlay
Calculated Occupancy Load
Floor					Area / Area per Occupancy 		
									
Second Floor 				
Assembly Unconcentrated/ 15 net
					
Assembly Standing space/ 5 net
					
Business/100 gross			
					
Toilet Rooms/ 100			
					
Storage/ 300 gross			
		
					Subtotal 				

Area			
(Sq. Ft.)

Occupants

4,563			
199		
760		
446		
121		

304
40
8
5
1

6,089		

358

Use Group				A-2 , A-3, B, S-1, S-2
Construction Type
Area (GSF)

			

IIIB

				8,336 Sq. Ft.

Pluming Fixture Calculations		
			

Occupants		
358		

Drinking Fountain			 2
Service Sink

				1

Means of egress
stairs 				4
ramps				1

Vertical Circulation
elevators 			
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code overlay

1

Water Closet			
2M / 2F
		

Lavatories
1M / 1F

As - built model
North side1859 addition; not a part of the original building.

As - built model
Illustrating the three sided granite staircase ascending from
a base the width of the building to the top the width of the
portico..

As - built model
Two fluted columns in the recessed porch.

as - builts
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Hunton Student Center
1110 East Broad Street
Richmond, VA, 23219
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location

Fig 18.1

Fig 18.2

Fig 18.3

Building

The Hunton Hall

Old City Hall

The Virginia State Capitol

ARCHITECT
Year

THOMAS U. WALTER
1841

ELIJAH E MYERES
1894

THOMAS JEFFERSON; CHARLES_LOUIS CLERISSEAU
1788 and is currently 224 years old

location
The chosen site is the Hunton Student Center, formerly known
as (Hunton Hall).The building was designed in 1841 by Thomas
U. Walter and is one of a few Walter buildings in existence
remaining in Virginia today.
It is located in the historic Court End Neighborhood of
Richmond and is surrounded by numerous historically significant
structures.
The Hunton Center provides an excellent example of Greek
Revival architecture having Doric portico and elegant un-fluted
pilasters. (1)

Fig 19.1

Fig 19.2

Fig 19.3

Monumental Church

Egyptian Building

West Hospital (Art Deco Influenced)

ROBERT MILLS
1814

THOMAS STEWART
1845

BASKERVILL AND SON
1941

(1) Allen, Mary Lee Link. 1978. Thomas U. Walter’s Greek revival church in
Richmond, Virginia. Thesis (M.A.)--Virginia Commonwealth University, Dept. of Art
History.

The building is surrounded by a number of outstanding architectural
gems., each having its own distinguished design style from Egyptian
to Gothic Revival and even Art Deco. The Hunton center in itself
changes character with the south side exhibiting a Greek Revival
look and the north facade having a more modern sleek look.
Will the exterior surroundings affect any interior design solutions? If
yes, in what way?

location
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orientation

As seen from the diagram on the right the building is bound by;
Broad Street from the South
12th Street from the East
MCV Sanger Hall wraps around the West and 		
the North sides of the building
Patterson Memorial Garden from the North

It is very clear that the building was constructed to face Broad
Street. The way the building is utilized by medical students that reside
in the Sanger hall which wraps around the Hunton Center suggests
that people enter the building from the opposite North side and
hence a conflict arises; the site wants to face South and the program
wants to face North; A new layer of complexity has been added to
the project.
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orientation

timeline

1841
Began as the First Baptist Church

1841

Designed and constructed as the First Baptist Church

1938

Congregation abandons the church after 97 years!

97 years

Fig 21.1 Hunton Hall Before
Historic image of the inside of Hunton Hall in 1853 during a religious sermon.

MCV acquires the church building and it becomes the
first student center for the university
1985

Hunton Student Center was renovated for the first
time

2005

Hunton Hall begins a $5 million dollar complete 		
renovation (2)

1938
Congregation abandons the church after 97 years!
MCV acquires the church building and it becomes the
first student center for the university

Hunton Hall Now

47 years

1985
First renovation of the Hunton Student Center

Current image of the grand hall of the Hunton Student Center.

20 years

2005
Hunton Hall begins a $5 million dollar complete
renovation

9+ years

current

(2) History | university student commons & activities | Virginia commonwealth
university. [cited 5/28/2014 2014]. Available from http://www.usca.vcu.edu/facilitiesdining/hunton-student-center/history/ (accessed 5/28/2014).

The project gains another layer of richness with the information
presented in this page. The building has lived as a church for nearly
a century. This project shouldn’t just be about renovating a student
center but an adaptive re-use of a historical site which warrants
research into adaptive re-use methods and strategies.

timeline
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exterior elevations

existing conditions
Exterior Elevations

exterior elevations

The broad street South entrance

The East wing addition

The North side addition

Three sided granite steps lead to the fluted columns and a recessed portico.
Currently this entrance is closed and is designated as an emergency exit.

Built between 1908 and 1912 to increase the building’s foot print. It was very
important that it was added to the existing structure seamlessly.

Constructed in 1859 with a contemporary modern sleek look that is very different
in character than the South side.

Fig 22.1 Hunton center exterior elevations _ opposite page
All four exterior elevations for the Hunton Student Center as documented in the
EYP two thousand and five renovation construction documents.

exterior elevations
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3

3’

2

2

Grand hall of hunton student center
Looking ahead at students lounging, learning center enclosed in glass and open
study areas on the third mezzanine level supported by wooden structural columns.

1

Second Level Floor Plan

3
Grand hall of hunton student center
Looking at elevated podium used for speeches during events and ceremonies at the
location of what used to be the Altar.
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2
interior section elevations

Longitudinal Section

3’

existing conditions
Interior Sections

3

South Transverse Section

3’

North Transverse Section cutting through the East wing

interior section elevations
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site analyses
Structural
Over the next few pages, a thorough site analysis will be
performed on the second floor of the Hunton Student Center;
from this point on it will be referred to as “the site”.
The analyses of the site will include all the following areas
structural		
program 		

common vs. individual spaces
circulation

The exterior shell is stuccoed brick unlike the basement which is
above the ground and is made out of granite. The south facade
of the building is five bays wide with two fluted columns on the
recessed porch. The pediment is the width of the facade, the Doric
entablature and pilasters extend across the front and the length of
each side. A three sided granite stairway ascends from a base the
width of the building to the top the width of the portico.
The building’s exterior envelope is made out of masonry and is
structural in nature. The interior walls of the original building are
not structural walls except for twelve structural wooden columns
supporting the third mezzanine level which is open to below. (3)
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structural

(3) Allen, Mary Lee Link. 1978. Thomas U. Walter’s Greek revival church in
Richmond, Virginia. Thesis (M.A.)--Virginia Commonwealth University, Dept. of Art
History.

Common vs Individual
Common spaces are those occupied by more than one person
such as the student lounge, conference rooms, corridors and
hallways.
Individual rooms are mainly employee offices.
The service spaces include stairs, elevator, copy / print rooms,
storage, kitchenette and rest rooms. They represent all the
support services required for the program functionality.

Currently, there are much more common spaces than there are
individual ones. The largest being the main student lounge right in the
center of the floor plan.
The service and individual spaces are essentially distributed against
the perimeter of the building and are not clustered on one side of
the building vs another.
The student learning center presents a unique situation, where it
should’ve been considered as a common space but it is extremely
quiet. Students have their own work stations making it more of an
individual hub than a shared space.

common vs. individual
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Existing Program

Building on the information from the previous “common vs
individual” analysis, the program is broken down further to
deepen the understanding of who is occupying what space.

The east wing was added seamlessly to the existing building to not
disrupt the original Walter design and to allow for one continuous
exterior shell. What is fascinating is discovering that the inside
program does not behave this way. Interiorly, the space allocations
suggest that the original building is mainly for student use whereas
the east wing addition is for staff / employees only; Therefore there is
an immediate delineation between staff and students.
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program

Circulation

It was crucial to find the existing major and minor circulation
paths. Part of the investigation involved finding other major axis
(es) that may have been compromised.

The major circulation follows the shadow of the mezzanine level
above with multiple minor circulation paths stemming through.
There is a strong horizontal axis (shown in gray) extending from the
south “main” entrance longitudinally across the building. This axis is
currently disregarded, and the interior design and furniture allocation
does not elude to it at all.

circulation
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daylight studies
To study and examine how natural daylight affects the building I
simulated the situation with a light bulb and a small scale model.
The position of the sun in the sky was determined using both the
“Azimuth” and “Altitude” angles for the winter solstice (i.e. sun at
its shortest noon altitude) on December 21st and the summer
solstice (i.e. sun at its highest noon altitude) on June 21st for
three different times during the day
Noon

8: 00 		
AM
12:00 		
PM
5:00 and 4:00
PM during the summer and winter 		
		respectively.
Sun Path

Noon

to recreate the sun’s path around the building. (4)

Horizon
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daylight studies

Summer solstice

Winter solstice

On June 21st, the sun is at its highest noon altitude.

On December 21st, the sun is at its shortest noon altitude.

(4) Calculation of sun’s position in the sky for each location on the earth at any
time of day. a [cited 5/28/2014 2014]. Available from http://www.sunearthtools.com/
dp/tools/pos_sun.php (accessed 5/28/2014).

Both sun paths (for summer and winter solstices) were overlaid
on a forty five degree angle map of the site and surrounding
structures.

The Hunton center is surrounded by two tall buildings from the East
and West and part of the North and completely lies in their shadows
during early mornings and late afternoons (summer only) i.e. when the
sun is low in altitude.

daylight studies
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daylight studies
Summer Solstice

As indicated by the orange lines in the previous page’s diagram,
the sun’s path encompasses most of the building during the
summer.
The sun is higher in the sky and is not obstructed by the two tall
buildings wrapping around the Hunton Center.

The early morning sun is really low and is being blocked from
reaching the Hunton Center by the west hospital. Therefore,
we see very long shadows and the space is very dark.

At noon the sun is just above the Southeast corner of the
building. The shadows are at their shortest and this becomes
the time of the day where the interiors of the building receive
the most amount of natural daylight.

At 5:00 pm, we have nice afternoon sunlight coming in from
the west. The sun drops down lower in the sky creating longer
shadows. The east wing is dark at this time of day.
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daylight studies

Winter Solstice
The sun drops lower in the sky during the winter season. With
the Hunton Center being surrounded by tall buildings from three
sides, it doesn’t receive much natural sunlight.
The early morning sun is really low and is blocked from reaching
the Hunton Center by the west hospital. Therefore, we see very
long shadows and the space is almost in complete darkness.

The winter sun rays - represented in fuchsia in the sun path
diagram - span over a much narrower angle over the southeast
corner of the building; unfortunately the remainder of the space
lies in shadows.

At noon the sun is at the Southeast corner of the building. This is
the time of the day where the interiors of the buildings receive the
most amount of natural sunlight.

At 4:00 pm the sun is at the South face of the building and that is
all the light it gets. The interior is pretty dark.

daylight studies
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geometric studies
The Golden Section
This section is an investigation to try and find rhythm and order
within the existing structure. I begin to question the “Golden
Section” geometry because this is a Thomas U. Walter building
designed in Greek Revival Style.
Studying both floor plans and elevations, the golden rectangle
proportions are found to be inherent in the building.

Where;

The golden section proportions were found in the building’s
original floor plan, but unfortunately no geometric proportions were
discovered in the East wing addition.
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geometric studies

Where;

The “golden spiral” in elevation
The Golden rectangle proportions were also found in the building’s original
south facade (pediment excluded). (5)

Proportional Squares
Note how the squares are in “Golden Section” proportion
to each other.

(5) Elam, Kimberly, 1951-. 2001. Geometry of design : Studies in proportion and
composition. New York: New York : Princeton Architectural Press.

geometric studies
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PRECEDENT
STUDY
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case study analysis

I have selected a few case studies for my project and decided
to find answers for the following crucial questions. The building’s
original intent, renovation, and preservation.
I then studied at length the strategy that the architect(s)
implemented to address the renovation challenge.
Hopefully this will help guide me in finding my own personal
design methodology.

ORIGINAL INTENT
What was the current structure built for originally ?

RENOVATION
Instead of abandoning the building, it was suggested
to be renovated into some other space. What was it
renovated into?

PRESERVATION
Does something from the old building need to
remain or get accentuated? If so, was it the history, the
columns, the tradition, the facade, etc... What was it?
and why?
STRATEGIES
What strategies did the architect(s) use to address all
the preservation needs?
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BUILDING
Museo Di Castelvecchio
ARCHITECT
Carlo Scarpa
LOCATION
Verona, Italy
PERIOD
1958 - 64 | 1967 - 69 | 1974

Fig 38.1 Museo Di Castelvecchio
Three dimensional computer model of Castelvecchio located in Verona, Italy
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case study I

ORIGINAL INTENT

RENOVATION

PRESERVATION

Historically, this building was a medieval castle built in 1354
by orders from Lord Cangrande II della Scala to protect
the people of Verona. It was the most important military
construction of the Scaliger dynasty that ruled the city in the
Middle Ages and one of the most prominent examples of
Gothic architecture of our age. A northern neighboring bridge
spans the Adige River and was considered the nobility's escape
route. (1)

In 1923 architect Forlati and museum curator Avena provided
the castle with a historical "mask” to convert it into a museum.
This mask was far from reality and glorified the Gothic period
far more than either the roman or the renaissance periods.
Medieval towers were built, barracks were reinvented and
several small openings were replaced with Gothic doors or
windows that were salvaged from local palazzos. (2)

Studying the castle and becoming more aware of the effects
of the 1920’s renovation on the original building, Scarpa
became more interested in the “historical transparency than
in the theory of restoration; he wanted to make history come
alive by a well ordered juxtaposition of the fragments”(3). He
simply wanted to peel away the layers of the deceiving mask
that has been put on the building and reveal its’ true history.
Scarpa did not want to create a space to house the artwork,
he wanted the building to become a museum in itself. He
wanted the visitors to engage, interact and fully live the
historical experience.

(1) Los, Sergio. 1994. Carlo Scarpa, eds. Carlo Scarpa, Klaus Frahm. Köln: Köln :
Benedikt Taschen.

(2) Rab, Samia. 1998. Carlo scarpa’s re-design of Castelvecchio in Verona, Italy. Paper
presented at 86th ACSA Annual Meeting Proceedings, Constructing Identity.

(3) Los, Carlo Scarpa, p.73

museo di castelvecchio
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Fig 40.2 Castelvechhio floor plans
Moving the main entrance to a new location that is less
obvious and much more unexpected in attempt to break up
the symmetry.

Level 3 Floor plan
Not To Scale

Level 2 Floor plan

Fig 40.1 Elevations in the courtyard

Not To Scale

Scarpa incorporated multiple vertical elements to break up the symmetry.

STRATEGIES
Scarpa’s strategy of “peeling away” the layers to reveal the true
history was manifested in multiple ways and a variety of design
decisions.
As seen in Fig 40.1 Scarpa implemented vertical elements to the
space leading to the courtyard to break up the symmetry just as
the Gothic demanded; Gothic especially in its venetian form is
not very symmetrical.
Also, to help break up the symmetry, he moved the main
entrance shown in red in Fig 40.2 from the center and placed a
new one shown in green towards the back and more off to the
side somewhere less obvious and much more unexpected (4).
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museo di castelvecchio

Main Entrance

The Tower

Level 1 Floor plan
New Entrance

Not To Scale

(4) The poetry of Castelvecchio - design - architecture | the blogazine - contemporary lifestyle magazine. c [cited 5/12/2014 2014]. Available from http://www.
theblogazine.com/2013/10/the-poetry-of-castelvecchio/ (accessed 5/12/2014).

Scarpa retained the main facade in rough gray concrete but pulled
the door and window frames back so that the Gothic decorations
looked like the thin board of a theater stage set. The small platform
that protrudes from the central doors makes this facade really feel
like a stage since you cannot enter the museum through them.
Scarpa placed the real entrance shown in green in Fig 40.2 on
the left side half hidden by stone screens to replicate an actor’s
entrance on one side. (5)

Castelvecchio shows more than anywhere else how Scarpa’s
architecture is based on juxtaposition. Many materials from
different historical eras come together some old and some new.
His main aim was to create new forms in a way that brought
attention to the already existing without altering the historical and
artistic value of the old. (6)

Materials were placed close together yet apart and in this
manner Scarpa was both connecting and separating them at the
same time. In an interview he stated “to allow the old fragment to
maintain its own identity, its own history. In this way, you increase the
tension between the new and the old.” (7)

Fig 41.1 Theater stage setup

Fig 41.2 The mixing of old and new

Fig 41.3 Materials placed close together

The central doors are really just a facade through which you cannot enter.

Scarpa added new elements to the museum that brought attention to the already
existing without altering its value.

Scarpa’s method of bringing different materials together include connecting and
separating them at the same time.

(5) Castelvecchio museum - Verona. b [cited 2/15/2014 2014]. Available from http://
www.veronissima.com/sito_inglese/html/tour-museums-castelvecchio-scarpa.html
(accessed 2/15/2014).

(6) Los, Carlo Scarpa, p.73

(7) Rab, Carlo Scarpa’s re-design of Castelvecchio in Verona, Italy.

museo di castelvecchio
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BUILDING
Selexyz Domincanen Bookstore
ARCHITECTS
Mirkx + Girod
LOCATION
Maastricht, Netherlands
Fig 42.1 Selexyz Domincanen Bookstore
The interior space of the bookstore showing the steel walk-in bookcase
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PERIOD
2006

case study II

ORIGINAL INTENT
A Gothic church built in 1294 by St. Dominic. The church has
not hosted a religious function since 1794 when Napoleon’s
army confiscated it for military purposes.

(1) Selexyz Dominicanen bookstore by Merkx+Girod architecten | HomeDSGN.
e [cited 6/8/2014 2014]. Available from http://www.homedsgn.com/2012/07/05/
selexyz-dominicanen-bookstore-by-merkxgirod-architecten/ (accessed 6/8/2014).

RENOVATION

PRESERVATION

The space had so many previous lives such as a town archive,
a warehouse and even a site for bike storage! In 2005,
Boekhandels Groep Nederland (BGN) decided to breathe
new life into this building by transforming it into one of the
world’s most incredible bookstores.

This project was a mission in preserving the dialogue between
history and modernity! The architects had a very straight
forward message; they wanted to convey that tradition and
innovative solutions can coexist, each style enriches the other
and doesn’t take away from its value. (1)

selexyz bookstore
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STRATEGIES

In this case study we see a clear example of what is known
as the “insertion” strategy. A massive walk-in book case was
“inserted” asymmetrically in the church building. This is
demonstrated in pale green on the floor plan on the right.
This is a radical insertion that contrasts with the host space both
in materiality and structurally. The sleek black colored steelwork
of the new volume opposes that of the massive structure of the
church with a soft, yellowish marlstone.
This strategy takes advantage of the church’s existing vertical
magnificence, it doesn’t only respect the typology of the church,
it accentuates it. (2)

Fig 44.1 Level 1 Floor plan
Not To Scale

Asymmetric insertion of a two level massive walk in book case to
address the square footage needs of the retail store
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selexyz bookstore

(2) Plevoets, B., and K. Van Cleempoel. 2011. Adaptive reuse within the retail
design discipline: Exploring the concept of authenticity. Bari, Italy: First International
Congress on Architectural Design , teaching and research.

Fig 45.2
Close Views
The two story walk -in- book case allows you to get close
and personal views of the vaults of the nave as you travel
upwards. Visitors are enthralled with a nearsighted view of
the frescoes and revealed unknown perspective.

Fig 45.3
Left side of the church
In bold contrast; the left side of the church retains its original
height with low tables placed parallel to the central nave. The
left nave acknowledges the inherent column grid and creates
thematic islands separated
by the columns.

Fig 45.4
Cafe’ area
A traditional chandelier can be found above the crucifixshaped table located in the café area. The left side houses the
bar area, a series of tables, poofs and armchairs mimic the
curved line of the chorus to a raised platform.

Fig 45.1 Transverse Section
Not To Scale

In order to respect the historic interior as much as possible, most
of the lighting is integrated in the newly added volume.
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BUILDING
Illinois Wesleyan University, Hansen Student Center
ARCHITECTS
Shepley Bulfinch Richardson & Abbott (SBRA)
LOCATION
Bloomington, IN
PERIOD
2000 - 2002
Fig 46.1 Hansen Student Center
Neoclassical building renovated from gymnasium to student center
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case study III

RENOVATION

PRESERVATION

This Neoclassical style building was built in 1922 in honor of
all Illinois Wesleyan University students who lost their lives in
World War I. The building served as the University’s Memorial
Gymnasium for nearly 80 years. The gymnasium was designed
with a variety of activities in mind, from basketball, swimming
and other sports to festivals, large meetings and banquets. (1)

In 2000, the university undertook an adaptive reuse renovation
project that ended in 2002 converting the Memorial
Gymnasium into a what is now known as the Hansen Student
Center. The goal was to create a space where students
gathered, socialized and learned. The center became the life of
the university and included a lobby, an information desk, news
stand, a cafe’, grille and various large student “hang-out” spaces
landscaped with trees , plants and outdoor seating; it was
something that the university didn’t have before. A two level
bookstore is also located in the building as well. (2)

Many historical athletic events are linked to the Memorial
Gymnasium. It was a smart decision on part of the university
not to forget about this building and invest in constructing a
new one, but rather undergo an adaptive reuse process instead.
This was an attempt to retain the best of the original building
while adding contemporary architectural and interior design
elements that met high standards. (3)

(1) Illinois Wesleyan: New and events<br />“Celebrating five years
of magic” at Hansen student center. January 8, 2007 [cited 5/5 2014].
Available from https://www.iwu.edu/news/2007/evt_hansen_107.html.

(2) Illinois wesleyan university > Hansen student center. d [cited
5/12/2014 2014]. Available from http://www.shepleybulfinch.com/
project/illinois-wesleyan-university/A2/ (accessed 5/12/2014).

(3) Before hansen - viewcontent.cgi. a [cited 6/8/2014 2014].
Available from http://digitalcommons.iwu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.

ORIGINAL INTENT

hansen student center
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Fig 48.3 Information desk

In transforming the original basketball court, the (SBRA) team has fully
restored the existing building envelope. They designed an inviting , two-story
sky lit center court lounge as a “black box theatre” to accommodate a wide
range of student activities by inserting a new semi-circular mezzanine.

Fig 48.1 Before renovation
The Memorial Gymnasium original basketball court

Movable furniture, flexible lighting and sound systems allowed for this
mezzanine to become an amphitheater with seating when performances took
place on the lower level. (4)
Note how the trusses in the ceiling have been preserved as well as the
exterior facade with its Neoclassical windows. The purpose of a mezzanine
level has been maintained but redefined in a different form.
The one design decision I strongly do not agree with is completely letting go
of the symmetry of this building and not acknowledging the central axis. The
semi-circular mezzanine is a nice introduction but on the flip side it obliterates
the symmetry

Fig 48.4 Above: cafe’
Fig 48.5 Below: two level bookstore

Fig 48.2 After renovation
Introducing a new semi-circular mezzanine in the space to create a “black box
theatre” set up
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hansen student center

(4) Kearns, Thomas. 2004. From a Neo classical gym to a classic student center:
Adaptive re-use creates a vibrant student center at Illinois Wesleyan university. 2004.
National Association of College Auxiliary Services.

Fig 49.1 Quiet lounge

Fig 49.2 Contemporary chandelier

Fig 49.3 Pub with game room

Stemming from the Centre Court, more private student spaces such as meeting
rooms, quiet lounges and even administrative offices are located off the foyer

In the entrance lobby a contemporary chandelier was introduced in the space.
The existing coffered ceiling was painted in bright colors all in efforts to create
a transition from the building’s historic character to the new vibrant and lively
Centre Court.

A pub with a complete game room was introduced on the newly designed
ground floor to offer an alternative nightlife for students and a different “hangout” experience from the Centre Court.

hansen student center
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WATERCOLOR
STUDIES
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pattern search

In this exercise we generated three different patterns, the first is
based on the existing structure of the site, the second is based
on the program (i.e. on the spaces and the relationship between
the spaces), and the third is based on an arbitrary repetitive
pattern that has no relation to the project.
These three patterns were generated on watercolor paper and
were overlaid on top of each other producing the image on the
opposite page.
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Structural pattern

Programmatic pattern

Arbitrary pattern

This pattern is based on the site’s existing structure.

This pattern (diagram) is based on the relationship between
the public and private spaces I have in the program.

This is a randomly selected repetitive pattern that has no
relationship to our project.

pattern search

Once all three patterns were overlaid and transferred to
watercolor paper, it was used as the basis for the exploration to
follow.
The aim of the investigation was to use the overlay three
different times, each time making one pattern dominant while
the others receded. In the last iteration all three patterns were to
exist in equilibrium.
We were to look at the drawings objectively once created and
try to draw findings based on what we see and discover.

So many different ways exist to show dominance; color hue (red vs.
pink), color saturation (rich vs. faint), the application of color (crisp vs.
rough edges), applying color vs. line work etc.

pattern search
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pattern search
Structure Dominant

In this study a bright yellow was applied in a very detailed
manner to draw emphasis on the structural pattern. Different
tones of gray watercolor washes appear in some rectangles. Both
the arbitrary and program patterns were left as line work.
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structure dominant

pattern search
Arbitrary Dominant

A faint yellow / gray color wash was applied to the entire paper.
Green was chosen to highlight the arbitrary pattern.

arbitrary dominant
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Program Dominant

A darker color was chosen to bring attention to the
programmatic pattern. Although color was applied to the other
patterns, it was very faint and pale causing them to recede as
background elements.

It was rather amusing to discover how the program over powers the
structure. The existing structural pattern simply disappears in this study.
The question that follows would be, do I want the existing structure to
disappear or not? If yes, how can I use the program to accomplish
this?
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program dominant

All In Equilibrium

Pale yellow and gray were used for color washing the paper. A
blue green color with the same hue and saturation was applied
across parts of all the three patterns in an attempt to make it all
equal.

While keeping everything equal I noticed that the program can
affect the structure in a very different way than in the previous study,
very subtly. Also, I discovered that adding randomness to the design
solution could add an element of surprise, or a “wow factor” and
one can’t help but think what could this element be?

equilibrium
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SCHEMATIC
DESIGN

Opposite page
Preliminary perspective exploring the idea of a grand internal central staircase. I also
investigate the effects of contrasting elements in the space.
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program
Programmatic Intentions

As mentioned earlier, this building currently serves as a student
center for the downtown medical campus (MCV), and I have
decided to maintain the existing program. Consequently, I
wanted to study and examine what elements of the current
program work and what needs to be changed. This has resulted
in a complete re-organization of all the three levels of the
Hunton student center with a detailed focus on the second level.
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program intentions

I wanted to create a space that offered the students, staff, visitors
both a public and private experiences. The public would include
lounging areas in addition to the food and dining services where
people can just relax, unwind and socialize. Private places would
entail more closed off study rooms and private recharge spaces.

The study rooms would accommodate either individuals or
groups of different sizes. I think of the recharge spaces as having
two components, a spiritual and a physical one; the spiritual part
would be composed of prayer rooms where someone can take
a moment during their day to reconnect and get centered. The
physical recharge spaces would be more like napping pods and
areas where people can lay down or rest their eyes for a while.

program
Complete Reorganization

Differentiating between existing and proposed
Initial work demonstrating the complete re-organization of all three levels of the
Hunton student center. The first and third levels will generally be zoned and block
planned where more detailed design work will take place on the second level.

total reorganization
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program
Square Footage Allocations
Lobby										.....

500

Sq. Ft.

2000

Sq. Ft.

.....

2500

Sq. Ft.

Recharge Spaces									.....

1000

Sq. Ft.

1000

Sq. Ft.

Rest Rooms									.....

400

Sq. Ft.

Circulation									.....

1000

Sq. Ft.

Welcome and greet
Information Desk
Aid students and provide services

Lounge										.....
Recreational Area
Casual Seating (to help unwind, relax and socialize)

Food Services and Dining / Open Theatre						
Cafe’
Deli
Mini-market
Dining Area

Spiritual: Chapel and Prayer Areas
Physical: Sleeping pods

Private Study Areas								.....
Enclosed areas to study and prepare for exams
Connect to different media

										____________________
										
											8400
Sq. Ft.
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square footage allocations

program
Relationship Diagrams

relationship diagrams
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program
Primary Components

These watercolor studies were intended to further my
understanding of the program’s three primary components;
Staff, Students and Facilities. How do they coexist? What are
their relationships? Are they all equally important or is there a
hierarchy amongst them?
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primary components

primary components
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space planning
Block Diagrams
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block diagrams

block diagrams
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axis studies
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axis studies

axis studies

axis studies
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Diagram
A

initial ideas
The program requires both public and private functional spaces
that are essentially completely different in nature. Hence, the
area under the mezzanine level presented itself as the perfect
candidate for hosting cozy private activities such as studying,
praying and/or reflecting while the remainder of the space could
host the public events.
I then began investigating the division of the area under the
mezzanine level into smaller units; the nature of these dividers
is unknown at the moment. They could be wooden partitions,
glass panels, fabric curtains, or even walls thick enough to house
desired activities.

If the dividers were to align to the existing wooden columns as seen
in diagram (A) on the far right they obstruct the windows. If I were to
align them to the exterior pilasters as seen in (B); the columns are just
left floating between the dividers. Also, in my opinion the symmetric
nature of alignments (A) and (B) are giving a very static feeling
to the drawings which completely negates how I want people to
experience the space. In diagram (C) I make the walls thick enough
to engulf the columns which may also become spaces in themselves.
I examine the possibility of the walls converging to a focal point for
two main reasons. First, to make the design solution more dynamic
and second, to bring back attention to the abandoned central axis.
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initial ideas

Diagram
B

Diagram
C

Preliminary sketches and idea models
Initial drawings and models exploring the ideas of intimate spaces underneath
the existing mezzanine level, the central focal point, dividers, and thick walls that
become spaces.

initial ideas
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initial ideas
Focal Point
I explore the idea of the focal point further and create a spiritual
rejuvenation center (i.e. prayer and reflection rooms) right in the
middle of the space. I place this activity right at the intersection
of two major axes, which divide the space into four different
rooms. The intersection creates a small internal gathering space
before one enters his / her individual room to find peace and
serenity. This rejuvenation center starts at the second level of the
Hunton center and extends beyond the third mezzanine level a
little short of the twenty-seven feet ceiling.

Study sketch
Perspective of a central focal spot at the schematic design phase.
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initial ideas

initial ideas
Grand Stairs
The next idea I explored is that of a grand internal staircase that
runs through the first and second levels of the Hunton center. I
want to draw people in and up into the grand hall of the building.
As has been discussed earlier, the users of this building enter
it from its North side with the majority of people unaware of
the existing monumental stairs on the South side and hence, I
created these internal steps to mimic the existing exterior ones.
This is a major effort to implement the concept of bringing the
outside in to help flip this building around. This staircase becomes
an important student gathering spot and houses a few areas for
people to sit and interact. It also wraps around a glass elevator
shaft that connects the first floor to the mezzanine level.

Scale

First Level Floor Plan

Grand stairs and new facade perspective
Scale

Second Level Floor Plan

Rough perspective demonstrating the internal grand staircase connecting the first
and second levels of the Hunton center. It also shows the insertion of a new facade
on the West side of the building.

initial ideas
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Grand staircase in the building
Longitudinal Section
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Model exploring the grand central staircase.

More than just a staircase

Elevator shaft in the middle

Zooming in

Intended to be more than just a path to take you to the second level, These steps
are a place for students to gather and meet. Two side nooks may provide for bookcases and reading corners.

The two branches of steps that go up to the second level wrap around a glass
elevator shaft that goes all the way up to the mezzanine level. Please note that
railings have not been explored yet.

Materials used: cardboard, chipboard and bass wood

initial ideas

important considerations

In the next few pages I summarize the site and programmatic
analysis in a subsection that I call “important considerations”.
These considerations had major influence on my design decisions
and the final solution.
I didn’t begin this work with a metaphor or a concept. As a
matter of fact, the concept started forming itself and maturing
from all the significant findings thus far.

Process perspective
A quick sketch to study custom railing opportunities for the grand staircase.

important considerations
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important considerations
Public and Private
The first important aspect of this program is that it had to
accommodate and house two very different activities that are
essentially opposite in nature. Most students search for spaces
to “hang-out”, lounge and dine for socializing and letting lose
but some need private spaces to study and prepare for tests,
rejuvenate and get centered, and if at all possible take short naps
during their busy days.
The parti diagram below expresses how I felt about private and
public spaces. The concept models on the right explore the same
idea in three dimensions
Concept model
Materials used: chipboard
The model expresses the idea of the parti diagram shown below in three
dimensions i.e. how can public and private spaces coexist and transition into one
another?

Curvatures invite movement and lead you places. A curved
boundary with sufficient perforations can encourage dialogue
between the two sides of the boundary turning it into a public
gathering space.
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public and private

The curved boundaries can be used to lead you into the
private spaces, hence the private spaces appear as an
extension from the public areas.

Private spaces
The private spaces exist in the midst of the public areas as stand alone units.

Concept model
Materials used: chipboard, basswood and foam board
The free flowing organic curved forms illustrate the freeness associated with a
public more open space. At the other end of the spectrum, private spaces are
represented by rigid closed off cubes.

Reflective surfaces
Note how light is reflecting off of the curved elements ! This merits an investigation
of using more reflective, transparent or translucent materials in the public spaces to
communicate the experience of openness.

public and private
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important considerations
Axis of Symmetry
Site analysis has revealed a very strong axis of symmetry in the
original building. This axis is shown in yellow in the diagram below
and runs between Broad Street’s main entrance and what used
to be the Altar splitting the building in half.
It is also worth noting that the East Wing addition disrupts this
symmetry regardless of all the efforts to add it so seamlessly.

Concept model
Materials used: chipboard and foam board
The model investigates the meaning of symmetry and having a strong axis.
The model also exhibits elements of precession and can be seen as a
number of different parts making a whole.

Side view
Note how the different parts change in elevation indicating a space within a
whole that is different in character and personality. Also, look at how the light
falls on the vertical planes and the shadows it creates, the interaction of light
with the space becomes more dynamic due to the change in elevation.

Front view
Here I go from wide to narrow and from short to tall all to emphasize the
strong central axis.
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axis of symmetry

Concept model
Materials used: chipboard, basswood, project board
This model is essentially the second iteration of the previous one examining
symmetry and axiality. The main difference is that the base of this model has
“Golden Section” proportions like that discovered in the original building.

Side view
I play with the idea of transparency in the vertical planes and try to have
a transition from a translucent plane to a more opaque one. The details
seen on the basswood are explorations of how I can establish a relationship
between public and private spaces.

Initial work that illustrates how the concept model is being applied to the
space in both floor plan and section.
Front view
Here I introduce asymmetry in the symmetric model ! What does it mean
to have one side completely different than the other while still trying to
preserve a strong axis?

axis of symmetry
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important considerations
Old and New
The Hunton Student Center has a very strong character and an
evident historic personality. As a designer I simply couldn’t come
into the space and gut everything out and start with a blank
canvas. Some historical elements needed to be preserved.
These series of sketches represent an adaptive reuse strategy
that I found exciting and appropriate for this space. A radical
insertion of a contrasting element establishes an intense
relationship between the original building and the new
renovation but still allows each to exist as an independent entity
that maintains its own identity.

Process perspective
This sketch is of the building’s second level looking South at the Main Entrance.
Here I investigate the idea of introducing a “Grand” internal staircase to connect
the first level to the grand hall. The second big idea is introducing a radically
different facade in an asymmetric manner to create contrast while the other side of
the mezzanine level remains unchanged.
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old and new

old and new
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important considerations
Inherent Geometry

Recall that earlier site analysis revealed inherent “Golden Section”
geometry within the original building. I felt quite strongly about
embracing this finding and applying it to the new space.
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inherent geometry

Geometry inherent in the space

Proportional squares

The “Golden Section” rectangle present in the space.

Taking the squares apart and rearranging to make them lie along a
“Golden Section” spiral.

From proportional squares to grand stairs

Negative spaces

Exploring a grand internal staircase that exhibits the rearranged “Golden
Section” geometry and the idea of the proportional squares.

If proportional squares turn into stairs, can the negative spaces in between
(represented in fuchsia) turn into areas where special activities take place?

inherent geometry
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DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

The Hunton center renovation in axons
Exploded axonometric drawings of the Hunton Center showing the new proposed
design. Bottom to top drawings show first to third levels respectively.
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proposed solution
The Roots
The essence of this project was flipping this building around to
return its glory, its historical value and the state of emotional and
physical grandeur associated with it.
The design solution is rooted in all of the concepts presented
previously in the “important considerations” section of the book
which can be found on pp. 76 - pp. 83.

The Hunton center Broad street entrance
Green L-shaped end tables populate the south facing three sided grand steps
allowing people to take a moment from their busy day and step outside, soak in the
sun and relax .
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proposed solution

proposed solution
Using Inherent Geometry

Finally, I insert a glass elevator shaft that
connects the ground floor to the mezzanine
level within the spiral’s curvature central to
the building.

The two dimensional shape grew into a
three dimensional form. The colored squares
become internal grand steps that taper in
as the structure moves upwards. The gray
rectangles become landings where special
activities occur.
I then reorient them to follow the path of
a golden spiral. The rectangles between the
squares (shown in gray) have the golden
section geometry too.

I pulled the proportional squares apart in
preparation for rearrangement.

I started out with a golden rectangle foot
print for the staircase and delineated the
proportional squares in color.

proposed solution
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first level
Perspectives

Internal staircase
A grand internal three sided staircase was introduced in the space. The
structure attempts to bring the outside in and mimics the grand exterior
steps in a contemporary manner. The structure houses a number of student
lockers and shelving units, it also provides random seating areas and lounging
opportunities.

Seating under the staircase
Seating next to the elevator at the back side of the grand steps which opens
up to a student recreational area. Here you can see built in window seating
for a more informal lounging atmosphere.
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first level

first level
Floor Plan
7

4

Entry #2

The area designated by (1) on the floor plan on the left is
inspired by the exterior three sided steps on the other side
of the building. Area (2) is a large landing that acquire built in
benches to act as a student lounge and their new get together
location. It is nestled at a particular distance where you are still
part of the activity on the first level but you are exposed to what
is happening on the second level.

1
6

5

To help choreograph the arrival into the grand hall, I introduce a
second entry from the North face to help draw people into the
building. Once you enter one realizes they haven’t quite arrived
at the main destination. These grand steps are quite large for an
interior space and are positioned very close to the entry points
that you find yourself obliged to take them (or the elevator from
the back side) to see where they lead.

3
2

8

Entry #1

Key Legend

9
Hunton Student Center
First Level Floor Plan

1 Grand Steps
2 Landing acting as Lounge area
3 Elevator Shaft
4 Copy / Print
5 Recreation Area
6 Vending Machines
7 Male Rest Rooms
8 Female Rest Rooms
9 Private Staff / Administrative Offices

first level
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The main lounge
This is a view of the second level where you can see the landing acting as a
student get - together space. You can also see the horizontal beaming acting
as railing for the landing extending to become the base for the bar height
dining table. A glimpse of the multi-array LCD screens on the North wall
where the altar used to be is visible in this view.
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second level

second level (grand hall)
Floor Plan
Now one arrives at the second level where all the activity
happens. You can dine, lounge, socialize, purchase necessities, or
even have a group study session within the boundaries of the
main hall. Off to the sides and nestled into the later additions to
the building are the more private parts of the program such as
private multi-faith rooms (8) and private study rooms (9).

7
12_c

6

12_d
4

1
8

3

I retain the symmetry of the original building by positioning the
elevator (3) on the main horizontal axis that runs through the
building from South to North. I open up the doors that lead
to the monumental steps on the south side and place the cafe
(5) and the mini-market (6) very close to the South doors to
encourage people to buy their food and enjoy outdoor dining on
the grand monumental steps turning the steps from a dormant
object to an active space.

12_b
2
5
12_a

4

10
Key Legend

Hunton Student Center
Second Level Floor Plan

9

11

1 Grand Steps 			
2 Landing acting as Lounge area		
3 Elevator Shaft 			
4 Food and Dining Lounge		
5 Cafe + Bar height Counter		
6 Mini Market 			
7 Multimedia Group Study 		
8 Private Multi-faith Rooms
9 Private Study Rooms

10 Male Rest Rooms
11 Female Rest Rooms
12 Custom Railings
a) bar height dining table
b) horizontal beams + seating
c) computer stations
d) benches

second level
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second level (grand hall)
Perspectives

Private study areas
Private student study rooms tucked away on the second level of the East
Wing.
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second level

second level (grand hall)
Perspectives

Group study areas
Multi-media group study room equipped with cameras for remote
conferencing and outlets to connect your laptops and digital media. The
room is separated from the main hall using upholstered curtains.

second level
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third level (mezzanine)
Perspectives

The old vs. new
The east side of the mezzanine level remained unchanged. The west side was
removed and a new contemporary facade was inserted to bring attention to
the existing historic element via contrast.
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third level

third level (mezzanine)
Floor Plan

5

There are multiple strategies that can be used in adaptive reuse
projects, one strategy that I utilize here is the “insertion” one
where I introduce a contemporary facade very different than the
existing historical balconies thus creating contrast and increasing
the tension between the old and new. In this manner I allow the
old and the new to coexist but also retain their individual identity.

5

4

1
3

7

When you take the stairs or the elevator to the third level of
this building you literally are in mid-air, hence I introduce a bridge
(4) that connects the internal staircase structure to the new
contemporary facade. You exit the bridge onto a small glass entry
vestibule which then takes you to an area designated for physical
rejuvenation and relaxation where multiple sleeping / napping
pods exist (5). The mezzanine has been cut from the South side
to emphasize the South doors and encourage people to explore
what’s behind these doors.

2

6

6

Key Legend

8
Hunton Student Center
Third Level Floor Plan

1 Grand Steps
2 Landing acting as Lounge area
3 Elevator Shaft
4 Connecting Bridge to Mezzanine Level
5 Physical Sleeping Pods
6 Open Study Areas / Exhibition Space
7 Private Study Areas
8 Administrative Staff Offices

third level
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sections
West Longitudinal Section
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sections

sections
North Transverse Section

sections
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furniture and finishes
Main Lounge
When furnishing the space I looked for items that were
comfortable and functional. The classical essence of the building
and the high level of ornamentation and detailing were huge
inspirations for the furniture selection in the food and dining
services space.
I selected dining tables that had pedestals and wanted to
combine the old and the new in the same dining ensemble and
thus, classical upholstered chairs as well as modern armless ones
surround the classical inspired pedestal based wood dining tables.

Classic dining chair
Nick Olsen

Florence sofa and lounge chair
Knoll
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furniture and finishes

Round mango wood pedestal dining table
Canvas Interiors

Eames plastic side chair
Vitra

Swoop plywood lounge chair
Herman Miller

Troy chair
Herman Miller

furniture and finishes
PAINT COLORS

SURFACES

Aspen
Reclaimed Oak | White Oil
Wellborn + Wright
Royal Palm
Olympic

Geyser
Olympic

30% lighter, 80% light transmittance
Translucent lightweight concrete

Lancaster White
Benjamin Moore

Earthy Cane
Olympic

Alpaca Epingle _ Graphite
Maharam

Lapiswood SG
Treefrog Veneer

FLOORING

Tazza
Reclaimed Oak | Smooth | Fumed + White Oil
Wellborn + Wright

FABRICS

Alto in Linen _ Grain
Knoll Textiles

Cato _ Orange
Knoll Textiles

furniture and finishes
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furniture and finishes
Study Rooms

PAINT COLORS

Salsawood SG
Treefrog Veneer

FABRICS AND SURFACES

Mini Stitch _ Lawn
Knoll Textiles

Crossfire
Olympic

Orange Poppy
Olympic

American Walnut Crown
Treefrog Veneer

Carpet Tile
Switch _ Drift
Shawn Contact Group

Media scape mini with Cobi Stools
Steel Case
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furniture and finishes

Eames Setu Chair
Herman Miller

FLOORING

Nelson Swag Leg Desk
Herman Miller

furniture and finishes
The Grand Steps
Rubber Tiles
Black Brown
Flexco

Limestone Collection
Chenille _ White (Vein Cut)
Daltile

Stair Squares
Mark Reigelman

furniture and finishes
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THESIS SHOW
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final boards

RE

ORIENTATION

a journey through spatial sequence ...

Introduction and Scope of Work
The Hunton student center is one of the few remaining Greek
Revival style buildings in the nation. It began its journey over
150 years ago as a place of reflection. In 1995 it was converted
into a student center serving the medical students of Virginia
Commonwealth University.

Soon after the church was converted into a student
center, the Broad Street entrance was closed prohibiting anyone
from entering the building from its South side. A much smaller
entrance vestibule was introduced to the North side and is currently
the main entrance to the building. One basically enters the grand hall
through a very small 3’ by 7’ door ! You walk in and the altar is on
your right. The symmetry is lost, the axis is there but not really, you
are awkwardly oriented in this space and essentially feel like you are
walking in backwards.

Historically, people entered the church from Broad Street. They
walked up the three sided granite stair case to the fluted columns
and into this magnificent 24 feet high ceiling space.
Back in the day, a very strong physical and visual axis of symmetry
from the main entrance to the altar existed giving the space a sense
of balance, order and grandeur.

Entry

Hunton Student Center
1110 East Broad Street
Richmond, VA, 23219

This work becomes an investigation of re-orienting the building and
flipping it back around!

Arrival

Historically

Entry

Currently
Where is the Arrival?

Proposed Solution
The concept that I used in my project in attempt to flip this building
around was based on the “Golden Section” geometry inherent in
the building. I took the Golden rectangle and broke its proportioned
squares apart. I then reoriented the squares to follow a golden spiral.
The two dimensional shape grew into a three dimensional form that
is the center and focus of this student center. The colored squares
become grand internal steps that wrap around a glass elevator shaft.
The remaining areas in gray become landings .

Green L-shaped tables populate the south facing three sided
grand steps allowing people to take a moment from their busy
day and step outside, soak in the sun and relax .

Our work was to be displayed on Six 24” x 36” boards oriented
either way. It was to be pinned up for the thesis show and
remain for the entire duration of the exhibition.
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Arrival

Proposal

Entry

Hunton Student Center
Longitudinal Section

7

4

Entry #2

1
6

A grand internal three sided staircase was
introduced on the first level. The structure
brings the outside in by mimicking the
exterior steps in a contemporary way. It will
provide tudent lockers, shelving, seating and
student lounging

5

3
2

8

Entry #1

Key Legend

The back side of the grand steps which
opens up to a student recreational area.

1 Grand Steps
2 Landing acting as Lounge area
3 Elevator Shaft
4 Copy / Print
5 Recreation Area
6 Vending Machines
7 Male Rest Rooms
8 Female Rest Rooms
9 Private Staff / Administrative Offices

9
Hunton Student Center
First Level Floor Plan

final boards
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Hunton Student Center
Third Level Floor Plan

The east side of the mezzanine level
remained unchanged. The west side was
removed and a new facade that is radically
different in style was inserted to bring
attention to the existing historic element via
contrast
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Exploded axonometric drawing illustrating
different materials to be used in the space.

7

Important Considerations

6

Golden Section Proportions
Site Analysis of the original building has revealed an
inherent “Golden Section” geometry.

1
3

Old and New
The building exhibits a very strong character and an
ornate personality. My research has revelaed different
strategies for dealing with hisotical preservation.
I chose the “Radical Insertion” method for my
proposed solution.

8
2

4

5

Symmetry and the Central axis
A stong central axis from the old historic Broad
Street entrance to what used to be the altar divided
the original space in half.

Public and Private
This student center need to accomodate two
completely opposite programmatic needs.

Key Legend
1 Grand Steps
2 Landing acting as Lounge area
3 Elevator Shaft
4 Food and Dining Lounge
5 Cafe
6 Mini Market
7 Multimedia Group Study
8 Private Multifaith Rooms
9 Private Study Rooms

9

Hunton Student Center
Second Level Floor Plan

5

5
4

3

1

7

2

6

A view from the second level where you
can see the landing that acts as a student
lounge, the food and dining services area,
and a glimpse of the multiarray LCD screens
where the altar used to be.

6

Key Legend
1 Grand Steps
2 Landing acting as Lounge area
3 Elevator Shaft
4 Connecting Bridge to Mezzanine Level
5 Physical Sleeping Pods
6 Open Study Areas / Exhibition Space
7 Private Study Areas
8 Administrative Staff Offices

8
Hunton Student Center
Third Level Floor Plan
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Furniture Selection
The detailing and ornamentation that exists in the building in
addition to its classical roots were a huge inspiration for my pedestal
based dining tables. I wanted to combine old and new in the same
ensemble and hence, classical upholstered chairs as well as modern
armless ones surround pedestal based wood dining tables

30% lighter, 80% light transmittance
Translucent lightweight concrete

Classic dining chair
Nick Olsen
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Stair Squares
Mark Reigelman

Round mango wood Pedestal dining table
Canvas Interiors

Eames plastic side shair
Vitra

Swoop plywood lounge chair
Herman Miller

Troy Chair
Herman Miller

Florence Sofa and Lounge Chair
Knoll

Media scape mini with
Cobi Stools
Steel Case

Nelson Swag Leg Desk
Herman Miller

Eames Setu Chair
Herman Miller

Multi-media group study rooms equipped
with cameras for remote conferencing and
outlets to connect your laptops and digital
media.

AL SULAIMANI

Private student study rooms located on the
second level of the East Wing.

Eman
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the big night
The Depot Building

This year part of the students’ exhibition was held in the newly
renovated Depot building located at 814 – 816 East Broad
Street. This building dates back to 1907 when it was a station for
the Richmond – Ashland trolley line and later acquired by the
Richmond glass factory.
The space for the Interior Design students was located on
the second floor of the building which you can see delineated
in orange in the floor plan on the far right of this page. This
space was then divided into ten individual display corners to
accommodate everyone’s work.
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Name plates
Laser cut and spray painted to
identify our own spaces

My corner

The entire space

The six final boards, some process work, concept models and materials
were pinned up. The final model is on the pedestal.

Here you see a shot through the entire space illustrating all of our
individual display corners.

the big night
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the big night
The Pin Up
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the big night

the big night
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final model
The Exterior Walls
This model was built in 1/4” =1.0’ scale, the foam core base
dimensions are 24” x 36”, no laser cutter or 3d printer were
used in the making of this model. The East wall and the Roof
were intentionally removed for better viewing of the interior
space.
Several materials such as project board, chip board (in several
colors), cardboard, basswood and plexiglass were used.

South Face

The North Side

The West wall

Three sided steps made out of cardboard lead to the fluted columns and the South door.

Masonry exterior walls with lots of openings modeled with project board.

In this image you can see the second entry that was added to the North wall.

final model
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Student lockers

Seating under the steps

As students enter the building they are greeted with lockers (drawn on chip board and
colored with a Prisma marker) that wrap around three sides of this structure. The face
of these lockers is to be translucent to help make the space look airy and more inviting.

In this image you can see the horizontal beaming which acts as railing for the first floor
landing but extends to the second level and becomes the base of the bar height dining
counter.

final model

final model
The First Level

The internal stairs

Entering the landing

Just like I mentioned earlier these steps are to mimic the existing exterior ones with a
contemporary twist and were made out of card board also.

At the last step of the three sided limestone steps and about to enter a new and exciting
get together space.

final model
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final model
Second and Mezzanine Levels
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First landing

The grand hall

I wanted something special to occur at this landing so I turned it into a
student lounge. Benches wrap around the entire space providing students
with a place to sit and get together. It is positioned at a particular height
to make you feel part of the first and second levels simultaneously.

The view of the second level as you look South. Note how
the elevator shaft becomes the new focal point of the space .

final model

The mezzanine level and the new facade
In this photo you can see the steps taper down as you move
upwards to the connecting bridge. You can also note the contrast
between the old historic balcony and the new inserted facade.

final model
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synopsis
Tying It All Together

Looking back at my thesis project it gives me complete joy and satisfaction to see how
it evolved from its infancy into a rich and mature project. It simply started out as a
renovation of an existing student center that I personally have spent many years in.
As I moved further with my research and analyses, the project started acquiring layers
and gaining more depth. When I completed the background research I realized the
great value and historic significance of the building and my work started becoming
more about renovating the student center within the framework of adaptive reuse and
historic preservation.
After both site and programmatic analyses were performed I discovered that time has
caused this building to flip around. The site was constructed to face south (i.e. Broad
street) but the existing program required entry from the north side and hence the
building isn’t facing the side it was originally built for. The tension between site and
program rises and this project became about renovating the student center within the
framework of adaptive reuse and spatial reorientation to flip this building around.
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With this new design scheme, although one enters the building from the side that
wasn’t originally intended to be the main entry, the arrival has been choreographed in
such a way that automatically leads you up to the second level so you can experience
the magnificence of the main hall. You exit on the second level facing the grand South
doorway where the monumental steps lie behind. The positioning of the café and
dining services subtly suggests that you head out the door to enjoy an outdoor dining
experience or just sit and relax essentially extending the inside activities out.
With careful analysis of the site, acknowledging the program and respecting the
existing conditions, I was able to come up with a design solution that preserve all that
was important about the building such as; the history, the symmetry, the focal point
and the geometry amongst many other considerations. The big bold idea of redefining
spatial sequence by bringing the outside in and extending the inside out has proven to
be successful in flipping this building around and returning it to its original state of glory
and inherent beauty.

Grand internal staircase
Inspired by the existing monumental exterior steps, these internal steps become the
new focal point and the gathering spot for students.

synopsis
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